Vicos and Beyond is a thoughtfully put-together compilation on the contentious community development project run by Cornell in highland Peru in the mid-twentieth century. As one of the fi rst applied anthropology studies, the Vicos project has been a topic of long-standing debate in academia and arguably a strong force in shaping the anthropology of the Andes. However, this fame did not extend to the US and Peruvian sociopolitical arenas, where the project's founders made a brief foray shortly after its inception, and for reasons yet to be defi ned, the project has fallen into relative obscurity in Vicos itself, where current collaborative efforts help Vicosinos rediscover this part of their past. The collection edited by Greaves, Bolton, and Zapata sets out to answer whether the project met its stated objective of yielding a scientifi c model of community change and to gauge to what extent its infl uence shaped Peruvian anthropology. The chapter authors appointed to this task approach their work from two broad perspectives. The fi rst relies on the weight of historical context to shed light on the motivations behind Vicos and to discuss and ponder the extent of the project's infl uence on economic development agendas on both sides of the equator at the height of the Cold War. The second tackles another important thread that binds the collection together, diving into an examination of community involvement in applied work in rural Peru. In their journey to discover the motivations and products of Vicos, these two lines of inquiry challenge methodological and theoretical paradigms on development work and make the collected works reviewed here invaluable to anthropologists struggling through the labyrinthine intricacies of applied collaborations today.
The volume is divided into four parts. The fi rst section presents accounts from anthropologists who witnessed the genesis and evolution of the project while Cornell University held stewardship . Ranging from reminiscence on the work of Alan Holmberg and his brain-child Vicos to detailed accounts of life in this farming community by former project directors and consultants, these chapters show the inherent messiness of ethnographic work and both the shadows and light that fell on Vicos resulting from the interventionist work of the social scientists who administered the project at the time. First-hand accounts walk us through Holmberg's work and the shaping of the applied research method that would come to be known as participant intervention. This then-innovative approach comprised a bold readiness to experiment with social units of study so that the results gleaned from this process could be harnessed to "alleviate deprivation and injustice being suffered at the fi eld site" as well as to advance anthropological scholarship (10). Holmberg chose Vicos as a suitable site for this type of social experimentation. However, the implied image of a timeless rural Andean way of life is belied by the number of institutions and organizations that had a hand in day-to-day operations there. This list included the Peruvian government through its Ministry of Indigenous Affairs and later its Land Reform Offi ce; Cornell University; the Peace Corps; the Public Benefi t Society that owned the hacienda and leased it to Cornell; and a half-dozen bilateral funding and nongovernment agencies.
The goal of all of these organizations-as well as that of the Cornell project-was to aid in the transition of Vicos from the hacienda system that had prevailed in the Andean countryside for more than fi ve centuries to autonomy and self-government through land expropriation, and thus into a new era of economic development. In fact, the culminating sale of the hacienda lands to the Vicosinos, in a move that would anticipate Peru's agrarian reform by less than one year, is the bedrock on which Holmberg and his colleagues justifi ed much of what they did in this community. The hacienda system was based on "dependence on, fear of, and distrust of the patrón, whose power extended into every facet of life" (48). That Holmberg and his team at fi rst stepped into this controversial role would mark the project with an ambivalence that would defi ne it until the moment when Cornell left the site more than a decade later. The Vicosinos note these years as a time of constant fl ux, pointing to how they were ushered through new farming methods and technology, mandatory military service, and self-government and land ownership. For his part, Holmberg viewed the decade of Cornell's presence at Vicos as a successful model that weaned the Vicosinos from the patrón-client relationship to replace it with a local administration chosen through democratic vote. Nevertheless, despite his iron-clad belief in the rightness of the actions of their experiment, Holmberg knew of the critics who painted the Vicos project as exemplifying "gringo impe-rialism" (53) and wrote about his relief when his responsibilities for the project ceased (49-50).
Given the inherent ambivalence of this project, how do we measure the success of Vicos as a program for controlled social change? Do we do so in light of Holmberg's proposals or based on the Vicosinos' adaptations to their post-hacienda and post-Cornell world? The second part of the book provides at least a partial answer to these questions with a series of delicately balanced accounts and refl ections showing both the positive and the negative in the project process and outcomes. The section opens with William Mitchell's critical reexamination of the project, arguing that it "underestimated peasant agency and ignored signifi cant social forces that motivated the actions of rural Peruvians, thereby overestimating the power of social science in creating change" (82). Some of the changes sweeping the Peruvian countryside at the time included government campaigns for increased literacy and health services, growing industrialization and peasant migration to urban centers, and the emergence of grassroots land tenure movements. Vicos and its neighboring communities were part of generations-old trade and kinship networks that connected them to the entire region and reached as far as Lima, suggesting that this community would have achieved their liberation from the outmoded hacienda system regardless of Cornell's involvement. However, Mitchell explains, Vicos's connections were played down by Holmberg's team as they would not serve the narrative of an isolated community plucked from a past of poverty and ignorance and propelled into twentieth-century modernity by social science. Jason Pribilsky's chapter also notes this necessary view of the Vicos community as out-of-time for its deployment as a successful development tale. To defi ne Vicos and its effects, Pribilsky examines the scientifi c discourses developing in the nascent fi eld of applied anthropology as well as the funding agendas of the Cold War and of Peruvian politics. He concludes that theories of modernity combined with new indigeneity discourses to provide funding for Vicos and were part of a broader strategy to discourage Peru and other Latin American nations from falling into the trap of socialism. Eric Ross's work also fi nds the Cold War modernity paradigm profoundly infl uential in the presentation and implementation of the Vicos project. In this view, he notes, anthropology would play a part in fostering the myth that peasants were "too conservative in their cultural values to be reliable agents of the kind of rural change that the West advocated. Moderate agrarian change had to be guided by outsiders, working within the framework of 'community development' to change (that is, westernize) 'traditional' attitudes and values" (130). The last chapter in this section, by Enrique Meyer, discusses the Vicos story of agrarian change and transition from hacienda to community land. Meyer argues that Vicos is representative of the narrative of the agrarian reform in Peru and that the project can be seen as an experiment that tried this schema fi rst and can thus be considered historically important (181). The four authors in this section agree that Vicos's success can be found in its infl uence on the development of anthropology rather than on the lives of the Vicosinos themselves. Indeed, their joint work fl eshes out the effect of the Vicos project on shaping theory on issues that continue to be relevant to anthropologists and Andeanists today; namely, indigeneity, land reform, and modernity and development.
In an effort to examine further the project's infl uence in Peru, the book's third section features rural development anthropologists whose fi eld sites have similitude to and were infl uenced by the Vicos experience to some degree and are presented as alternatives to the Cornell project. We are taken on journeys of change with transnational immigrants to the United States (Paerregaard), the implementation of a cooperative model in a relocated village (Bolton), and a refl ection by a native ethnographer on the differences between development projects directed by anthropologists vs. technical experts (Ochoa). All three studies refl ect on the ethics of applied fi eldwork and the adaptability of Andean peoples, who take the projects in stride and employ a confounding combination of strategies to navigate the complexities of Peruvian state bureaucracy, funding agency policies, and their own syncretic customs. They further evidence that applied anthropology continues to be a vibrant growing area within the discipline. Last but by no means least, the collection closes with the reports from Billie Jean Isbell and Florencia Zapata, who return to Vicos to carry out ethnographic research on the community and the project's legacy more than a half-century after Cornell left the site. In these new collaborations, Vicosinos are viewed as the protagonists and given the power to decide how best to implement and use the studies and their resources, including access to the results garnered by the Cornell project in the 1950s and 1960s. Isbell and Zapata conclude that Vicosinos chose to use both sets of data to craft their own history to pass down to coming generations as well as employing it in more pragmatic endeavors, such as using historic documents to settle issues of land tenancy.
What is striking from the return to Vicos after all these years is that despite the giant shadow Holmberg's Cornell project cast in academia, few Vicosinos remember this social science experiment today. The power dynamics inherent in what is recollected and how silences shape history are an issue treated only tangentially in the book and a topic that merits further exploration for what it could teach us on the true infl uences of community development and research projects more generally. That Vicos, a clear product of its time, shared the fate of a number of contemporary ventures and faded into oblivion is not surprising, and the fact that Vicos continues to spark lively academic debate is a matter of dubious signifi cance. Instead, the Vicosino construction of their community history using the project's data, the book's contributors argue, is what will shape the future of applied anthropology (347). Vicos and Beyond is a keen exploration of the historiography of Andean applied anthropology that has brought novel and much-needed material from Peruvianists to the discipline-wide discussion on changes in applied research. It is thus fi tting that the concluding portion of the volume points to a future in collaborative applied work where we include the stories, interpretations, and perceptions of the subjects who participate in research projects. isabel m. scarborough is assistant professor and director of the anthropology program at Parkland College. She has conducted research with two generations of Quechua market women in Cochabamba, Bolivia. Her work on how these women imagine and practice the market in novel ways to claim a space in the Bolivian nation and the global economy has been published in both English and Spanish. An ongoing interest involves helping establish collaborations between Andeanist and Andean scholars, to which end she served as board member of the Bolivian Studies Association and is now an offi cer of the Bolivia Section, Latin American Studies Association.
